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REPORT OF TESTS ON REDUCTION OF AIRPLANE NOISE BY
USE OF MUFFLERS

INTRODUCTION | study as comprehensive as possible
with available funds , manufacturers

For the past four years the Aero and other interested persons were in
nautics Branch of the Department of vited to submit mufflers for test .
Commerce through its research divi Seven mufflers were received as a re
sion at the Bureau of Standards has
been engaged in the development of sult of this invitation . To these

were

practical methods of reducing the added three
experimental mufflers de

noise in airplanes . Reports on vari signed by the research division
, Meas

ous phases of the work have appeared urements of the reduction in noise and
in the Bureau of Standards Journal of of the reduction in the engine horse
Research (vol. 2, May, 1929 ) , in the power due to the mufflers were made
Air Commerce Bulletin (vol . 1, No. at the engine- testing laboratory of the
21, Mºy 1, 1930 ) , in a paper presented Aeronautics Branch at Arlington , Va .,
at the fourth national aeronautic hy the wind -tunnel, sound , and engine
meeting of the American Society of testing sections of the research divi
Mechanical Engineers at Dayton , Ohio sion .
(May, 1930 ) , and in Aeronautics Bul
letin No. 25 , October 1, 1930 . These FUNDAMENTAL PHENOMENA OF SOUND
reports give the results of experiments
leading to the construction of a sound The application of the results of
insulated cabin for airplanes and pre sound measurements on mufflers to the

sent an analysis of the underlying reduction of noise in an airplane , on
principles and ideas guiding the work which the mufflers are to be used , re
covered by this report . quires considerable care . In this con

The present report describes the re - nection it is well to review briefly
sult of a study of mufflers for air - some of the fundamental phenomena
Plane engines . In order to make the l of sound .
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AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO DESIGN | COMPARISON WITH AMERICAN FACTORS

That part of the agreement per It will be noted that these factors
taining to design reads as follows : are , in a few cases, slightly higher
A person applying in the United King than the corresponding low angle of

dom for the validation of a United States attack factors required in United
certificate of airworthiness for export will States regulations. The difference isbe required to produce with the application
documentary evidence from the competent so small , however , that an investiga
authorities of the United States Govern tion of aircraft designed for United
ment to the effect that the undermentioned States load factors will usually indispecial or supplementary regulations have cate sufficient reserve strength to combeen complied with :
( a ) Airplanes having a gross weight in ply with the British factors without
excess of 3 ,000 pounds and a power loading entailing any design changes .greater than 12 pounds per horsepower

With respect to item ( c ) , a steel ermust be investigated for, and comply with ,
the load factor specified by the British Air terneplate bulkhead of reasonableMinistry for normal category airplanes in thickness will be considered the equiv .the C. P . back condition .

alent of the sandwich type specified .(6 ) Elevators which are on opposite sides
of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft Pending further notification , compli
must be rigidly interconnected . ance with these specific items , in addi
( c ) A fireproof bulkhead equivalent to tion to the airworthiness requirementsa 3 / 32- inch asbestos and 24-sage aluminum
" sandwich ” must be installed . of the United States , will be necessary
( d) The altitude control must be so con in the case of all airplares for which

nected to the throttle control that the an export certificate to Great Britainmixture will automatically return to the
proper position for sea- level flying when is

requested .
the throttle is closed . It may be of interest to note also
( e) An air -speed indicator must be in that compliance with the followingstalled .

items will be required of all British
These items are self -explanatory , aircraft for which American licenses
with the possible exception of ( a ) and are to be granted :
( c ) . In regard to ( a ) , the British ( a ) All aircraft must be investi
load factor requirements for normal gated for, and comply with , the loan
category airplanes in the center of factors specified by the United States
pressure back conditions are as regulations , for the high and low angle
follows : of attack conditions.

( b ) Baggage or mail compartments
Maximum total weight of aircraft to must bear a placard stating the maxi .

be authorized mum weight which may be carried in
them .
( c ) Multiengine aircraft must be

Up to 2,500 10.000 Above capable of maintaining level flight with
2,500 5,000 10,000 130 , 000 30,000 any one engine out of commission atpounds pounds pounds pounds pounds

an altitude of 2.000 feet after dumping
fuel to the extent provided by the

4. 0 4. 0 14.0-3. 25 13. 25- 3.0 3. 0 United States regulations .
( d ) The maximum landing speed

" The decrease in lond factor is directly propor specified in the United States require
tional to the increase in weight of the aircraft . I ments must not be exceeded .

5,000

GENERAL AERONAUTIC DEVELOPMENTS

T - L ANTENNAS TO BE IN . ; pearing as shifts in courses , which ocSTALLED AT 45 RADIO RANGE | curred at beacons operating in moun
BEACONS tainous terrain .

About half of the new antennas areForty -five of the radio range beacons being installed at stations constructed
on the Federal airways system are to within the past year but not equipped
be equipped with T - L (transmission with antennas pending the develop
line ) antennas . Construction work al ment of the new type . The others
ready has been undertaken at 27 of are being provided at stations pre
the stations . viously in operation where the night
The T - L antenna , which was devel variations occurred most frequently .
oped jointly by the research division , In setting up T - L antennas , the air
and the airways division of the Aero ways division is so arranging the loca
nautics Branch , was described in de tion of each station that one of each
tail in the Air Commerce Bulletin , vol - | beacon 's four courses will cross the
ume 4. Nos . 2 and 11. It was devel - airport or Department of Commerce
oped to eleminate night variations, ap - | intermediate landing field near which
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the beacon is located . This will be of
assistance to pilots in locating landing
fields when flying under conditions of
poor visibility .

Springs , Wyo . ; Reno , Nev . ; Shreve
port , La . ; Salt Lake City , Utah ;
Shasta Springs , Calif . ; Tulsa , Okla . ;
Texarkana , Ark . ; Wichita , Kans . ;
Wink , Tex. ; Winslow , Ariz. ; and
Williams, Calif.INFORMATION GAINED

Practical information regarding va FIVE PRIVATE PILOTS REPORT
rious features of the system has been HAVING FLOWN MORE THAN
gained through operation of a T - L 5,000 HOURS EACH
type antenna erected at the Depart
ment of Commerce intermediate land Five persons holding active private
ing field at Bellefonte , Pa . This infor - l pilots ' licenses have flying logs show
mation has enabled the airways division ing more than 5,000 hours in the air ;
to adopt standardized methods to be three industrial pilots show more than
employed for the erection and adjust 1,000 hours each , and two limited com
ment of courses of the stations which mercial pilots more than 2,000 hours
now are being equipped with T - L ver each , according to the records of the
tical radiators throughout the country . | Aeronautics Branch .
The work at Bellefonte included A substantial number of other pilots
adaptation of a suitable tuning house in the license grades mentioned have
and feeder cable system , to permit flown more than the minimum neces
utilization of quarter wave feeders . sary to secure licenses and renew them
It was necessary also to redesign periodically and , in fact, many report
radio - frequency transformers in both flying time in excess of the 200 hours
the tuning houses and tuning units . necessary for eligibility to apply for a
Standardized procedure was developed transport pilot 's license , the highest
for bending and shifting courses to grade of Federal license. A previous
line up with the airways . announcement listed transport pilots
An increase in the fenced - in area having more than 10 ,000 hours each .
surrounding each tower was found to The fact that a number of pilots in
be necessary . The picket fences orig the private , industrial , and limited
inally were utilized solely to protect commercial classifications have the
persons from coming into contact with necessary total flying time for trans
the towers with the risk of suffering | post licenses , and yet do not hold them ,
severe shocks . Fences for this pur- may be due to a number of reasons .
pose were to have been 19 feet square . Some may prefer to remain private
It was found at Bellefonte , however , pilots in order to obviate the necessity
that the capacity effect of a person of the medical examinations required
or animal in close proximity to a for the higher grades , inasmuch as
tower was sufficient to detune the an they do not intend to fly commercially .
tenna , and the size of the fence there Others may not maintain licenses in
fore was increased to 30 feet square the higher grades because they are not
to eliminate this possibility . as active in aviation as they may have
The towers were tested to provide been formerly , and therefore do not
against possible damage by winds of accumulate enough flying time in suc
high velocity . The contractor for fab cessive 6 -month periods for limited
rication of the towers supplied data commercial or transport license renew
showing that an elongation in the cen als . Again , a pilot may be qualified
ter anchor rod of 0.03 per cent pro physically for the private or industrial
duced the reaction strain of 25 ,000 grade but not for the limited commer
pounds , and the tests confirmed the cial or transport license . Or , a pilot
adequacy of the foundations, insu in one of the lower grades might not
lators , and anchor rods . have the time to devote to detailed
Stations at which construction work study of meteorology and air naviga
is in progress include Harrisburg , Pa., tion in order to qualify for the trans
and Rodeo , N . Mex ., where tower bases port license . For the pilot who does
have been installed , towers erected not fl

y commercially , the private grade
and fences built . Bases and towers of license is sufficient , and he need not
are in process o

f installation at 2
4 qualify in a higher classification unless

locations , as follows : Albuquerque , N . he so desires .

Mex . ; Amarillo , Tex . ; Burlington , The private , industrial , and limited
Iowa ; Birmingham , Ala . ; Elko , Nev . ; commercial pilots referred to in the
Fargo , N . Dak . ; Kingman , Ariz . ; Lit foregoing are a
s follows :

tle Rock , Ark . ; Milwaukee , Wis . ; Min Private pilots with . 5 ,000 hours o
r

neapolis , Minn . ; Memphis , Tenn . ; more flying time . - George A . Howard ,

Pasco , Wash . : Rockford , Ill . ; Rock | Montpelier , Vt . ; Joseph P . Bauer ,


